
 
 
  

 
Setting Up And Checking Your Roland Digital Snake 
 
The S-4000 and S-1608 Digital Snakes are very easy to set up and use. Once in place, they offer 
great advantages in high quality sound with none of the noise and high frequency losses associated 
with analog snakes. You can enjoy unlimited lossless splits and a very portable and easily installed 
system using Cat5e cable. 
 
Here are a few tips when first installing or setting up your Roland Digital Snake. 
 
Check the Master / Slave / Split status of each unit 
A Roland Digital snake can have: 
 

- 1 Master unit (M) – usually the Stage unit 
- 1 Slave unit (S) – usually the FOH unit 
- Many splits units (SP) 

   
If you have to change the mode of one of your modules, you must also recycle the power for it to 
take effect. 
 
For more information on REAC modes, check this document titled S-4000 REAC Mode Quick 
Start. 
  
 
The REAC Mode switch is found here: 

 
 
 
 
Check your Cat5e cables 
Any cable directly connecting two Roland Digital Snake units (Master and Slave units) must be a 
Crossover type cable. If you have a gigabit switching hub in the mix, then it can be either a 
Crossover type or a Straight-Thru cable. 
 



 
 
  

When you connect your cable from the Master to the Slave and turn on the unit, the Green REAC 
light next to the remote control jack should be solid green, indicating a good cable connection. 
 
The light under the cable itself will be blinking, indicating Ethernet traffic. 
If you are using a redundant backup cable (S-4000 only), the light under the Backup cable will be 
solid green. 
 
If your S-4000R remote control unit repeatedly displays a clipping error in Input 4 even though no 
clipping has occurred, it indicates a REAC data traffic problem.  
You should carefully inspect your REAC cable and replace it if necessary.  
 
 
 
Check the S-4000R (Remote Control) 
Connect the S-4000R to the REMOTE jack on either the Master or Slave unit. Typically it is 
connected to the S-4000H Slave unit at the FOH position. 
The remote should display active input channels. If it displays a “---“ message in the LED display, 
then the system is not working properly. Please check the troubleshooting steps below. 
 
After connecting the remote, dial up any channel and turn on the Phantom Power for that channel. 
You will see the yellow +48v light come on and off on the stage input unit. 
 
If at any time you see an ER message on the S-4000R, the pattern of the clip lights will indicate 
what caused the error. See the list of error codes in the manual to troubleshoot any error code.  
 
 
Firmware Version 
All units in your S-4000 system must have the same firmware version for the system to work.  
 
How to check the Version Number 

- While holding down the [MUTE ALL OUTPUTS] button, turn on the power of the S-
4000S/H. 

- If the Version number of the S-4000S/H is Ver.1.500 or later, all the LEDs including 
[REAC](green), [CTRL](orange) and [MUTE ALL OUTPUTS](red), will start blinking. 

- When the Version number of the S-4000S/H is Ver.1.500, the [MUTE ALL 
OUTPUTS](red) will remain lit and the [REAC](green) + [CTRL](orange) LEDs will go off 
after approx 3 seconds of blinking. 

 
If the LEDs do not blink as described in step (2), the system version of S-4000S/H is not 
Ver.1.500 or later. 

 
If you think you may have a unit that is not the same version as the others, contact us at 800-380-
2580 for direct support on checking version number and installing firmware.  
 



 
 
  

Troubleshooting 
 
No audio – all channels:  
Check your S-4000R remote. If you can dial in channels and make adjustments, chances are your 
snake is working OK. You should then suspect the settings on your console and your monitor/PA 
devices. Troubleshoot the signal path: check the outputs from your FOH unit. If they are OK, 
route them directly to a return and check for audio back at the Stage.  
 
If your S-4000R remote displays “---“ in the Channel Selector, and/or your system REAC LED is 
flashing, try the following: 

- Double-check your Master-Slave-Split settings on all your S-4000 units. Remember to 
power cycle after making any changes. In some cases, a REAC switch may have been 
accidentally pushed out of place, so try manually off-setting, then re-setting, each REAC 
switch on each unit, followed by power cycling.  

- Verify that your Main REAC connects to each MAIN jack and your BACKUP REAC 
connects to each BACKUP jack.  

- Replace your REAC cable with a known good replacement cable. A faulty Cat5e cable or 
bad Cat5e plugs are likely culprits.  

- If you are employing a gigabit Ethernet switching hub in your system, try re-booting 
and/or replacing your switching hub.  

 
No audio – one or a few channels only: 
While it’s technically possible that a pre-amp on your Stage unit is faulty, verify by trying 
multiple sound sources in the troublesome input jack(s). Be sure your console’s trim and channel 
strip settings are correct and that any sends are routed properly.   If you do suspect a faulty pre-
amp on the Stage unit, try swapping that input card with an adjacent input card and see if the 
problem travels or not.  
 
Distortion – bad audio: 
The S-4000 delivers 24-bit 96KHz high-quality audio. A signal transmission problem will most 
likely result in a complete loss of audio, not the distortion you may hear in a failed copper snake. 
Most distortion problems can be resolved by paying careful attention to the gain structure across 
your signal path. We recommend setting the input levels of your Stage unit pre-amps to peak at 
about -18dB. This will provide very high quality audio while also giving you some analog gain 
control at your analog console, typically 20-28 dB control for each input. Solve distortion 
problems  by carefully inspecting and adjusting the gain across one channel for clarity and then 
approximate these proper settings on your other channels. The outputs from an S-4000H are line 
level. Be sure that your console inputs are set to accept line-level, not mic-level. It may require 
using a line-level input port or activating a dB pad on your console channel strips. Start 
troubleshooting a bad signal from where it begins (the Stage unit) then move along the signal path 
until you find the area where distortion appears. This process should uncover the culprit. 
 
Dead – no power: 
Check your mains! If you can verify that AC power is being properly supplied to your S-4000 unit, 
try a hard power cycle (unplug, wait, re-plug, reboot). If your unit remains dead, you may need to 
contact our Support line at 800-380-2580. It’s worth noting that we offer the S-240P external 
back-up power supply to provide power if the internal power supply should fail during an event. 


